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"../tsconfig.json", "compilerOptions": { "outDir": "../out-tsc/app", "types": [] }, "files": [ "main.ts", "polyfills.ts" ], "include": [ "src/**/*.d.ts" ] } Peter Byrne (swimmer) Peter Byrne (born 6 December 1972 in London) is a former swimmer from England. He swam for Great Britain at the 2000 Olympic Games and the 2004 Olympic Games and swam at two European
Championships. He swam for England at the 2002 Commonwealth Games, he is the current record holder for the 50 metres freestyle. Byrne was born in England to Irish parents. He was the national high-school swimmer of the year in 1990 and 1991. His first coach was Freddie Cornish, who trained at Clifton College. He set a 200-metre freestyle national
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